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1.
SUMMARY
Summary
Nichole Haines

I wrote this second book Discover Tomorrow to warn
people that Satan is using advanced Technology and
Artificial Intelligence to set up his Kingdom. He must use
Technology to fool people. Please feel free to read my first
book The Dome City also. As I stated in my first book
The Dome City I was born with a mild case of Cerebral
Palsy and I have two daughters. None of my daughters
have Cerebral Palsy. I was a Computer Science major in
college, but I never got my degree. I tell you in both my
books The Dome City and Discover Tomorrow what I did
for occupations when I worked full time jobs back in my
20’s and in my late twenties. I worked in a call centers
as a inbound Customer Service representative and sat in
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front of a computer for eight hours a day talking on the
phone. I worked at call centers for a total of six years and
worked at an amusement park as a ride operator for a
total of four years starting in May and worked until the
end of October. I operated most of the bigger thrill rides
in the park including most of the roller coasters. Some
days I worked twelve hours a day. After I gave birth to
my first daughter I mainly did work at home jobs after
that. Once again like I stated in my last book the Dome
City I had to list this book in the Science Fiction category.
I want to stress also that God, Jesus and Satan are NOT
FICTIONAL THEY ARE ALL REAL. In my personal opinion
AI shouldn’t be listed as Science Fiction anymore. They
are Science Fact now along with a lot of other advanced
Technology. Although this is a science fiction book some
of these fictional stories could actually come true.
Everybody has their personal opinions about AI if you
don’t totally agree with me that AI is evil that is fine.
My father committed suicide in 2009 and his name was
Joe Meeko. He was a well known bodybuilder back in the
1980’s. He was Mr. Universe, Mr. America and Mr. USA. If
you know anybody who is suicidal please get them help as
soon as possible.

2.
DISCOVER TOMORROW
Nichole Haines

David dreamed of a beautiful ocean and the coastline
around him. He stood on a grassy bluff and it seemed
that the world was open out before him. Everything was
peaceful, everything seemed serine. However a sound of
rumbling began to echo around him. David instinctively
looked around but it seemed to be coming from every
direction at once. The ground began to shake, the very
earth seeming to rebel. The water began to turn white, the
waves going in the opposite direction as the massive rocks
and ground of the shoreline shook and pushed against
it. David struggled to keep on his feet, looking around
as massive cracks began to form in the coastline, looking
like the very area around hi was detaching and moving
toward the sea. He fell to his knees, the motion too much
to handle. He held on for his life as the area around him
5
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came apart, shaky ground under his feet, giving way to the
feel of falling as dirt and debris swirled around him in a
maelstrom of chaos.
David sat up in bed, the scene that had happened just
moments before feeling far too real. He instinctively
looked out his window, reminding himself both that he
was not on the coast and the ground was still firmly in
place below him. The dream still hung in his head as he
got ready to go out. It was strong in his mind and despite
the knowledge that it was a dream, it still felt very real.
Most dreams feel really profound when you dreamt them,
then as you awoke and your mind began the task of
processing actual reality it became less and less real.
However, David felt as though he was there, the ground
had come apart beneath his feet and there was real danger.
David forced it out of his mid, he was meeting up with his
friend Kira and decided that he would let dreams stay as
dreams.
The pair met up in a coffee shop downtown, sitting under
a big tv that showed news stories and current events. It
was the kind of thing that you mostly just watched in the
background while you waited for people. David tried to
focus on Kira as she talked about a movie she had seen
but his mind kept being drawn back to the dream and the
earthquake.
“Hey you with me David?” Kira asked, waving her hand in
front of David’s face. “You seem preoccupied…did you not
get enough sleep?”
“No, I got plenty.” David said as he snapped back to
reality. “In fact the reason I am so out of it. I had this very
realistic dream that I was on the coast and an earthquake
hit, tearing large chunks of the land out to sea.”
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“Your joking, right?” Kira suggested.
“What do you mean?” David asked. “What about that is so
hard to believe?”
“Look!” Kira said as she pointed to the screen. David
turned to look up to see a new and breaking story was
unfolding before him. David’s heart skipped a beat as the
image that he saw was something completely familiar. It
seemed that less than half an hour before an earthquake
had begun on the west coast and vast amounts of land
were breaking off of the coast and falling into the ocean.
“That is it!” David commented. “That is exactly what I
saw…even where I saw it.”
“Well that’s impossible.” Kira commented. “You woke up
hours ago and this is currently happening. It is just
coincidence.”
“Are you sure?” David asked. “It is precisely like what I am
seeing.”
“There is no chance you somehow saw this.” Kira
commented. “Just relax, they got rescue people and
scientists and such out there…there’s nothing we can do
about it.”
David nodded, ultimately Kira was right. I was just a really
big coincidence. It was unreasonable to think that it was
connected. Perhaps there was some kind of report the
other day about the dangers of erosion or something and
he subconsciously watched it and dreamt about it. The
actual quake was just the culmination of it. David fund
himself calmed by the logic and soon began to focus on his
friend and the rest of his day.
That night David lay down to sleep, the earthquake had
caused a lot of damage but luckily very few fatalities. He
was worried that he would again dream of the earthquake
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but decided that it was fine…dreams were not real and
things that happened to him while he was asleep weren’t
real. Soon he nodded off and comfortably began to dream.
David found himself walking down a street in rural area in
a city. He could see taller buildings further off but where
he was seemed quiet. He looked at a street sign but found
it impossible to read. David shrugged it off and kept
walking. He did not quite know what he was heading
toward, he just felt like he should be walking. There were
other people on the street, an older man was walking
his dog. David said hello and the person looked back at
him, saying something he could not understand. David
shrugged this off and continued. Soon, he was interrupted
by a booming sound from the sky above. He looked up to
see some kind of object streaking through the sky, leaving
a long trail of smoke behind it. The item came closer and
closer and people began to panic. The item streaked like
a bullet as it got closer, skimming over the tops of trees
and striking a warehouse at the end of the block David was
walking. Everyone seemed to be running away but David
felt the urge to run closer. He went to a jog toward the
warehouse as smoke rose to the sky. He reached the front
door, straining against the doors and opening them. He
looked through the smoke as it began to clear…then he
saw it… the object that had fallen from the sky.
David woke up in the morning with what he saw still vivid
in his head. It was just as real as the coastal earthquake
but this dream had no real danger or loss of life. He did not
feel nearly as disturbed and found it rather easy to push it
out of his head. He went to work, sitting at his desk and
not thinking too much about his dreams and the former
coincidence that resulted. It wasn’t until people gathered
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by the water cooler that he took notice that something was
up. He walked up as he saw a news report on one of the
computer screens.
“What’s going on?” David asked as he tried to make sense
of the chaotic scene on the screen.
Meteorite or something in Russia.” One of his coworkers
answered. “Came down and crashed into a warehouse.”
David paused, remembering n his dream that he could
neither read the signs nor understand peoples words. It
did look like Russian on the signs now that he thought
about it. David began to feel a cold feeling crawl up his
spine. Not only did he dream about the thing falling from
the sky…he dreamt where it would be. David signed out of
work early and texted Kira…he needed advice and now.
Shortly Kira met him at a café, looking confused to the
emergency. She had a sketchbook out and was drawing
some manner of fantastical bird for her webcomic. She
looked up as David took a seat.
“So what is the emergency that we both had to miss half a
day at work?” Kira asked.
“The thing that fell from the sky in Russia.” David began.
“I dreamt about that last night,”
“This again?” Kira asked. “There is no chance of that…you
know this!”
“I dreamt that this was going to happen and I can prove
it.” David admitted.
“Really now?” Kira asked. “You are going to have to come
up with something pretty profound to make me think that
my best friend can see the future in dreams.”
“Ok!” David said as he turned to the cafes screen. It
showed scientists in protective suits emerging from the
warehouse and talking to the people gathered around.
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“They are discussing what the thing is…they are about to
reveal it was in fact not a meteorite at all.”
“We are getting reports that they have identified the fallen
object.” The newscaster revealed. “We have a live
worldwide exclusive and we are getting information now.”
“It is a prototype satellite.” David said as he watched.
“Launched by a company called Chaotech.”
“We are hearing that the meteorite is in fact a fallen
satellite.” The newscaster revealed. “Likely the same
prototype GPS satellite launched by Chaotech not one
year ago.”
“How the hell did you do that?” Kira asked. “How could
you have known not just the fact it was a satellite, but the
company that launched it?”
“It was all in the dream.” David replied. “I went in the
warehouse, I saw the satellite and the logo on it.”
“You are really freaking me out.” Kira admitted. “That was
way too close to be a coincidence.”
“I know.” David admitted. “I wanted to believe that it was
just a fluke but there was too much detail…I knew what it
was because it wasn’t just like I had a dream about it…it
was like I was there.”
“Well we need to look at this scientifically.” Kira admitted.
“We are going to operate on the idea that you are
somehow indeed seeing the future. Whatever you dream
tonight, I want you to get up and write down every detail.
We will compare it all and see exactly how intense it is.
Can you control your dreams at all?”
“Like lucid dreaming?” David asked. “Not at all. I tried it
once and it’s like no matter what I do…what happens in
my dreams happens.”
“Well we then need to focus on the details.” Kira
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commented. “You could be like a superhero, a person that
can see disasters coming and warn people.”
“I don’t know how that would work.” David admitted.
“The earthquake happened pretty early in the day so I
had maybe a couple hours on it. Also…what could I have
done…who would believe me? Hey there…you need to
evacuate the western seaboard because I can see the
future in my dreams and dreamt of an earthquake.”
“That is why you need all the details!” Kira insisted. “That
stuff about the satellite is what convinced me. You need to
prove it to others and you will need more.”
“Ok, I will give it a try.” David said with a sigh. “This is
happening to me anyway, might as well try to make some
sort of reason for it.”
“This is an amazing opportunity.” Kira said as she
continued to sketch her strange bird. “This could be some
kind of new phase in human evolution, a fire that could
ignite a new kind of existence where reality and the will of
the human mind are one and the same.”
“Ok, now you are freaking me out.” David admitted. “This
is like a science fiction nightmare and I just want to wake
up.”
“You know how many people would kill for your abilities?”
Kira asked. “Just sit back and enjoy the ride…you are
seeing the future after all.”
“I guess.” David admitted. “I will try and find the fun in
it…at least for the visions where no one is hurt.”
By the time David got home and ready for bed he had
to admit that he was feeling part of the excitement. Kira
was treating what was happening to David like it was some
kind of grand miracle. Though David still had his
reservations, he could not help but feel caught up in the
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